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by a quick succession of currents of water caused by the sudden action of a piston below, which is so worked that the upward movement or pulsation resembles that produced by a blow, while the downward movement is gradual. Under these conditions the heavy particles work downwards and pass through the sieve, while the lighter ganguc is carried away horizontally by a stream of water introduced either from below or from above. Such machines are especially suitable for coarse ores.
In the Hartz jig a layer of coarse heavy particles is spread on the sieve to prevent too much of the ore from passing through. The stuff is fed in regularly at the head of the jig, and the strokes of the piston raise both the bed of heavy particles and the ore. The heaviest grains of ore find their way during the downstroke into the interstices of the bed, gradually pass through it, and coining to the screen, fall through into the tank below. The lighter particles cannot descend, and are gradually washed over the end partition by the continuous supply of water. Two products are therefore given, neither requiring further treatment if the conditions are favourable, .arid the machine properly adjusted. The wire meshes of the screen art1, always much larger than the ore treated, and the bed is composed of material of as nearly as possible the same density us the concentrate to be obtained, and is usually from o to 1 inch in depth. The number of strokes of the piston per minute is from (50 to 80 with course sand of ,'., inch in diameter, and 200, 300, or even •!()() with very line sand, approaching slime. The length of stroke varies under the same conditions from j? to 't inch, and in the ruse of very fine, almost impalpable sand, the stroke may be diminished till it becomes .a mere tremor. Uullon and Le Neve Foster expressed the view that for •enriching even very line sand, the Ilurtx jig is the simplest, and most economical machine yet invented, and requires the least, amount, of labour.1
A complete investigation on jigging was made by K. P. Jarvis - with useful results.
Flotation Processes. It was found in IHiH) by Klmore that in the cast*, of -certain ores, residuum oil separates sulphides and metallic particles from 'earthy or stony materials without reference to their respective densities. The oil after being mixed with pulp (louts to the top, currying any sulphide with it, and can then be separated from the tailing and from the concentrate. •Other flotation processes are based on the action of acids on carbonates, or on the creation of a vacuum, the. sulphide being raised by bubbles of air •or other gas, which are formed in the liquid and entangled in the valuable particles. These processes are not, us u rule, applicable to ordinary gold -ores.
Concentration by air instead of water IK effected in a number of machines, which arc used in certain cases. In hot dry rlinuif.es, where water in scarce, where the ore is readily made quite dry, or in the event of water exercising .a harmful chemical action on the ore, air concentration may be HornetimoH usefully employed. The jigging principle is used in KroinV pneumatic- jig, centrifugal force in Clark & Stunsfield's machine, and a steady current, of air in Edison's dry blower (sec p. 112).
1  Callon'H 7>ftfwm o/t Minhuj, KntfliHU wHiton, vol. Hi,, p. 10,'t.
2  JarviH, Trnntt. Amrr. /mt. Mnii. A'////,, HKW, 39, 451-fail.

